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Crown jewel of the Italian Riviera, Portofino lies between two gulfs creating a
picturesque hamlet embedded in a Natural Reserve, a protected area that houses
Mediterranean flora and fauna. Myriad of pastel colours tint the quaint houses
that overlook the Ligurian Sea, in a scenic view of nature´s generosity blending
perfectly with human hand´s work. The fascinating port bustles with yachts and
little boats in a display of luxury: the once fishing village of Portofino has become
a favourite among Hollywood stars and VIPs, transforming itself into the
quintessence of the Dolcevita.
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THE CITY
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Portono is a cosmopolitan holiday resort 

wrapped up in an aura of nostalgia for the 60s,

years during which the village started shaping

into the luxury travel destination it is now,

managing to maintain the original allure of a

shing village that is abundant in local customs

and traditions.

La Piazzetta (Portono´s main square) is 

adjacent to the port and buzzes with life, in a

bustle of people, yachts, and upmarket

restaurants. The alleys around the port feature

dainty boutiques and eateries, creating a district

of quaint buildings and lovely art galleries.

From La Piazzetta, a suggestive walk through 

unspoiled nature leads to some of the highlights

of this shing hamlet. From the ancient  S.

Giorgio´s church head to Castle Brown and its

beautiful garden and culminate your experience

at the lighthouse.

The essence of Portono can only be captured by

walk or boat. If you’re travelling by sea, a

postcard-like view will open up in front of you,

disclosing the colourful harbour and the majestic

promontory.

DO & SEE
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Portono serves as a perfect starting point for 

uncountable adventures. Nestled in the Regional

Park of Portono, it is just a few steps away from

scenic walking trails along the coastline or high

up hill.

Numerous boat trips also start from Portono´s 

bustling port - the city´s surrounding area is a

marine sanctuary, perfect to enjoy the

underwater world or just to swim in emerald

crystal water.

But it´s the city itself what make Portono such 

an alluring travel destination -  the charm of the

old shing village coexists with shiny boutiques,

opulent restaurants and art galleries, in a mix of

maritime traditions and fashion.

La Piazzetta di Portofino

La Piazzetta is

Portono´s iconic main

square which,

overlooking the harbour

and the myriad of boats

anchored at the port, is a

peaceful spot where to enjoy traditional 

specialties or just to sit and take delight in

beholding the vastness of the Ligurian Sea.

Plentiful boutiques, art galleries and restaurants

are located in the surrounding area, making the
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bustling centre an ideal gathering point.
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Address: Portono´s Port

Castle Brown

Located on a promontory

high above the sea level,

Castle Brown overlooks

the bay and oers a

sweeping view of the

picturesque harbour.

Dating back to the 1400s, it served as a fortress 

for years, guarding Portono with its majestic

gure. Nowadays, Castle Brown houses

exhibitions and special events, boasting a

Mediterranean garden that ourishes with roses

and local ora.
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Address: 13 Alla Penisola Road, Portono

Opening hours: Winter Hours : Saturday - Sunday 10am -

5pm Summer Hours : everyday 10am - 7pm

Phone: +39 010 25 18 125

Internet: www.castellobrown.com

Email: info@castellobrown.com

More Info: The stairway "Salita San Giorgio" will lead you

from the city center to the Castle

Portofino´s Lighthouse

The suggestive walk that

twists and turns through

Portono´s most southern

tip, leads to a scenic view

of the Ligurian Sea -

Portono´s Lighthouse is

a landmark in town. The immaculate white 

colour of the building creates a contrast with the

surrounding natural landscape, shaping a

stunning and unforgettable tableau.
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Address: Punta di Portono, Portono

Abbazia San Fruttosio

The two scenic trails that

unroll down Mount

Portono and from the

bay along the coastline,

lead to the ancient S.

Fruttosio Abbey,

alternatively reachable by boat only. The elegant 

architecture blends perfectly with the

surrounding regional park, a protected gem that

houses Mediterranean ora and fauna.
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Address: 18 S. Fruttuoso Road, Camogli

Phone: +39 0185 77 27 03

Chiesa di San Giorgio

Saint Giorgio´s Church´s

evocative location has

fascinated travellers

throughout the years,

oering a beautiful

terrace that dominates

the bay. Dating back to the 1154s, it is perched 

on top of Portono´s promontory, bravely

standing on the peak of cli.
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Address: St. Giorgio´s Chuch, Salita San Giorgio, Portono

More Info: Reachable by Salita San Giorgio´s stairway.

Paraggi Beach

Only a few hundred

meters away from

Portono, Paraggi Beach

is a natural inlet of

emerald water and

natural wonders. Loved

by both tourists and locals alike it is renowned 

for its sea bottom, rich in red corals that belong

to Portono´s Marin sanctuary. The myriad of

restaurants and bars, make Paraggi beach and
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village a favourite among party-lovers.
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Address: Paraggi a mare Road, Santa Margherita Ligure

More Info: Paraggi Beach can be reached through Paraggi -

Portono ´s pedestrian walk

Chiesa Divo Martino

A wise man once said that

you can´t judge a book by

its cover and this is just

the case of Divo

Martino´s Church. The

austere facade in fact,

conceals spectacular interiors elegantly built on 

the XII century - once the massive bronze doors

are opened, the beautifully decorated ceiling and

the pillars enchant both tourists and locals alike.
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Address: Vico Nuovo 42, Portono

Hiking Trails

Tortuous paths run

through Mount Portono

and its park in an

intricate knot of hiking

trails. From Portono,

make your way through

stunning nature and a steep climb to get to the 

otherwise inaccessible San Fruttosio - St.

Fruttosio´s Abbey and Bay are an untouched

paradise.

You can also enjoy walking up to the top of 

Mount Portono or to St. Margherita Ligure.
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Address: Portono

Internet: Portonotrek.com

Portofino´s Art Gallery
Overlooking the iconic

Martiri Olivetta Square,

Portono´s Art Gallery

oers ever changing

exhibitions in an

interesting quest for

emerging talent. The gallery also displays 

artworks of popular Italian sculptors and

painters, featuring contemporary art

masterpieces.
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Address: 7 Martiri Olivetta Square, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269322

Internet: www.galleriaportono.it

Spring Regattas

An event that every year

attracts a huge and

diverse crowd - the spring

regattas are organized by

the luxurious Italian

Yacht Club and they are

certainly not to be missed. 

Over 100 boats hurtle from Portono´s port in 

May, competing for the coveted trophy in a 3

days of good sportsmanship along with concerts

and shows.
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Address: Portono

Internet: www.yachtclubitaliano.it

Festa Patronale San Giorgio

On the 23rd of April,

Portono embraces a

party atmosphere in the

biggest celebration in

town. This religious feast

day culminates with a

bonre on the main square, a peculiar event that
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attracts the young crowd as well as the older

one.
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Address: Martiri Olivetta Square, Portono

Opening hours: Every 23rd April

DINING
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As a former shermen settlement, Portono 

boasts a culinary history deeply linked to seafood

dishes, made of basic ingredients and fresh

herbs.

The homemade pesto is a classic throughout the 

whole Ligurian Riviera, and in Portono, with its

own touch of personality, it features tomatoes

and vegetables added on it.  Embodying a true

Italian spirit, the city sees another pasta dish

among its specialties: the pansotti, a

triangular-shaped, lled pasta.

A most-coveted travel destination, the 

picturesque harbour has reshaped into an

exclusive resort, price-wise, which makes it

tricky to nd a good eatery if on a budget. With a

history that dates back to the 20th century, the

family-run restaurants that have developed

around the Piazzetta are certainly some of the

crown jewels in town, oering a suggestive, yet

relatively expensive dining experience.

Taverna del Marinaio
One of the most iconic

restaurants in town,

Taverna del Marinaio is

located in the beautiful

Portono´s main square

and overlooks the port.

Love for good food and traditions distinguish this

family run business, shaping a restaurant that

servers only quality products and excellence.
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Address: 36 Martiri dell'Olivetta Square, Portono

Opening hours: Wednesday - Monday Noon - 2.30pm, 7pm -

10.45pm

Phone: +39 0185 269103

Internet: www.tavernadelmarinaio.com

Puny Restaurant

Another gem located in

the main square, Puny is

a well-established

restaurant that stands for

great service and

excellent dishes. The

typical Italian atmosphere is what enchant the 

returning clientele, always greeted by the

welcoming Mr and Mrs Puny.
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Address: 4 - 5 Martiri dell'Olivetta Square, Portono

Opening hours: Friday - Wednesday 12.30pm - 2.30pm,

7.30pm - 10.30

Phone: +39 0185 269037

More Info: Must pre-reserve

Ö Magazin

A stunning view of the

Ligurian Sea and

beautifully cooked

seafood dishes and pasta

is the special combination

that make Ö Magazin so
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captivating. The typical Ligurian cuisine 

combines here with fresh products and seafood

of daily catch, blending into a climax of avor

and uniqueness.
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Address: 34 Calata Marconi, Portono

Opening hours: Closed on Wednesday

Phone: +39 0185 269 178

More Info: Make sure you make a reservation

I Gemelli

Shrimps, oysters,

sea-bass, mussels, clams

and lots of other seafood

delicacies combined with

pasta and optimum wine

can be enjoyed at this

charming restaurant. Treat yourself with their 

beautiful desserts, the menu features some of

the favourites of the Italian cuisine and a

homemade tiramisu to die for.
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Address: 7 Calata Marconi, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269257

Da U Batti

Renowned for its

beautifully cooked scampi

and homemade pesto, at

Da U Batti the real taste

of the traditional Ligurian

cuisine reigns supreme.

Located just a few steps away from the main 

square, it oers the ideal spot for an exquisite

dining experience.
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Address: 17, Vico Dritto, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 26 93 79

Ristorante Stella
Freshly made pasta and

seasonal ingredients,

Stella Restaurant doesn´t

fear any rivals. Located at

the seafront, it boasts a

terric view of the wharf

and the elegant yachts anchored at the bay, in a 

display of splendour and exclusiveness that is

Portono´s peculiarity.
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Address: 3 Molo Umberto, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269007

Trattoria Tripoli

A family-run business

since 1911, Trattoria

Tripoli oers a taste of

the real Ligurian cuisine

and a selection of

exquisite wines. The

atmosphere is friendly and typical-Italian, 

delighting both tourists and locals alike with

delicious dishes and attentive service.
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Address: 49 Martiri dell'Olivetta Square, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269011

Strainer

Seasonal seafood

specialties in a feast of

the freshest ingredients

and some classics

adjusted with a modern

touch - treat yourself

nicely with some of Strainer´s delicacies. A 

most-acclaimed in town, the restaurant is

certainly among the nest dining solutions in

Portono.
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Address: 19, Molo Umberto I, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269189

More Info: Local regional cuisine

Pizzeria El Portico

Well-acclaimed for its

mouth-watering pizza, El

Portico is an exceptional

value for money in the

upscale Portono.

Oering pasta dishes,

seafood and homemade desserts as well, this 

family-run restaurant has a rustic avour of

authenticity and uniqueness.
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Address: Via Roma 21, Portono

Opening hours: Closed on Tuesday

Phone: +39 0185 269239

La Terrazza

Located at the legendary

Portono´s Hotel

Splendido, La Terrazza is

an upscale restaurant

that will simply make you

fall in love with it.

Perched on the city´s promontory, it oers a 

spectacular view of the harbour and a real taste

of regional cuisine, adjusted to donate a

sophisticated touch.
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Address: 16 Salita Baratta, Portono

Opening hours: Everyday 1pm - 2.30pm, 7.30pm - 10.30pm

Phone: +39 01 852 67801

Internet: www.belmond.com/hotel-splendido-portono

Email: reservations.spl@belmond.com

CAFES
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The intense and aromatic Italian coee becomes 

a concept that chimes the dierent parts of the

day, and if latte is only drunk for breakfast, the

espresso accompanies the Italians throughout

the day, serving as a perfect after-meal treat.

Portono and its captivating centre boasts a 

laid-back atmosphere, where having a good

espresso is just a matter of what place to pick.

Fortunately, the coee chains that have taken

over in the bigger cities still don´t exist in the

untouched Portono, where you can pop in one

of the dainty restaurants, bar or gelaterias

around the main square to appreciate a real

coee, pardon “espresso”, and take delight in

beholding the stunning view.

Bar Gelateria il Molo
Craving for a gelato? Don´t look any further, at 

Gelateria Il Molo the ice cream is what matters

the most. A wide selection of avours are served

along with coee, wine and some food as well,

making Gelateria il Molo a perfect gathering

point in the bustling heart of the city.

Address: 2 Molo Umberto I, Portono

Opening hours: Open only over summer

Phone: +39 0185 269089

Caffè Excelsior
A landmark in the charming Portono, Caè 
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Excelsior has a history that dates back to the

1924 and has been a popular gathering spot

since then. Breakfast starts at 7.30am, when the

early birds start buzzing around the beautiful

Martiri dell´Olivetta Square, catching the rst

glimmering sun.

Address: 54 Martiri dell'Olivetta Square, Portono

Opening hours: Wednesday - Monday 7.30am - 11pm

Phone: +39 0185 269005

Internet: www.caexcelsior.com

Email: info@caexcelsior.com

Pasticceria Canale
The scent of freshly baked crispy bread and 

focaccia (Italian at bread) that is renowned

throughout the city for its deliciousness -

Pasticceria Canale is the one-of-a-kind

experience. Enjoy mouth-watering cookies, their

selection of homemade products is a treat that

you must allow yourself.

Address: 30 Roma Street, Portono

BARS & NIGHTLIFE
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Paying homage to visitors of all tastes, 

Portono's eclectic nightlife doesn't fail to

seduce the traveller. The allure of its dynamic

evening entertainment is a magnet for VIPs (and

their fellow paparazzi, of course), opting to

group together in million dollars’ yachts or

luxurious villas, sneaking every so often into the

pulsing heart of the city centre.

Nightlife in Portono is concentrated in and 

around Piazzetta (Oliveri Square) and Molo

Umberto I, where exclusive bars and restaurants

oer the charm and uniqueness of a city that

has turned into a most-loved holiday resort.

The inviolable ritual of the “aperitivo” (happy 

hour) starts at 5/6pm, when Piazzetta buzzes

with life and the hearty Italians enjoy a glass of

wine or an Aperol Spritz along with an

assortment of nibbles that often accompanies the

drinks.

The party continues at Paraggi Beach during the 

witching hours, where Covo Nord-Est, an

institution of the club scene, treats the party

animals with an overload of fun.

Winterose Bar

A beautifully located wine

bar and shop that

overlooks the port in a

summit of relax and

peace of the senses -

Winterose Bar is one of a

kind. Apart from the attentively selected wines 

and Sicilian delicatessen, the uniqueness of the

bar lies with the service and the passionate and

helpful owner, who runs the bar exquisitely.

Photo: Stas Walenga/Shutterstock

Address: 42 Calata Marconi, Portono
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Al Faro di Portofino
The romantic location,

just below the lighthouse,

creates a magical

atmosphere that is a

peculiarity of Al Faro

Restaurant. After a walk

up the stairway "Salita San Giorgio" , treat 

yourself with a delicious cocktail or a glass of

wine: they are all rigorously accompanied by

snacks.
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Address: 18 Alla Penisola Road, Portono

Mariuccia Bar

The ritual of the aperitivo

reaches a whole new level

at Mariuccia Bar, where

delicious drinks and a

lively atmosphere are

enhanced by the view of

the port that makes the establishment a perfect 

yacht-watching spot. Heart of the city´s jet-set, it

is an ideal destination to get the party started.

Photo: pica82/Shutterstock.com

Address: 27 Martiri Olivetta Square, Portono

Jolly Bar

A picturesque wine and

cocktail bar with a

stunning view - Jolly Wine

Bar is where to be headed

for a fun evening. Nibbles

are served along with the

drinks and although the bill may be steep, the 

service and the quality delivered are 100%

worthy.
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Address: 10 Calata Marconi, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269105

Covo Di Nord-Est

Covo Di Nord-Est is the

Riviera´s favorite

nightclub, attracting a

clientele that ranges from

the younger crowd to the

over 30. The upbeat

atmosphere and a classy venue stands for 

exclusiveness, creating a destination for party

lovers where the dress-code is mandatory.
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Address: 1 Lungomare Rossetti, Santa Margherita

Phone: +39 348 9822880

Internet: www.covodinordest.it

Email: info@covodinordest.it

Chuflay Bar

Slightly o the beaten

path, Chuay has a

laid-back charm that

boasts a long history.

Serving appealing dishes

along with signature

drinks, the bar features a colourful facade that is

just a little sample of its quaint Italian-style

interiors, begging the traveller to be visited.

Photo: Yulia Grigoryeva/Shutterstock.com

Address: 1/1A Piazza Martiri Olivetta, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 267802

La Gritta American Bar

La Gritta American bar

features a stunning

oating terrace and some

beautiful interiors, and,

although the name may

be misleading, it has

nothing to do with America. Serving delicious 

cocktails and drinks, it boasts also a menu of

Italian specialties.
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Address: 20 Calata Marconi, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269126

SHOPPING

Pavel Ilyukhin/Shutterstock.com

Luxury boutiques line up neatly down Portono´s

cobbled crescents, lumping together in a dream

destination that is elegantly tailored to t fashion

lovers and certainly big wallets. The popular

jet-set resort doesn´t fail to treat the

holiday-makers fairly, oering a plethora of

exquisite boutiques and art galleries.

The pulsing heart of fashion revolves around 

Martiri dell´Olivetta Square (the so called

"Piazzetta"), seeing Calata Marconi, Via Roma

and Molo Umberto I packed with luxury brand

names and upscale restaurants.

Brunetto Tiziano

Located in the fashion

heart of Portono,

Brunetto Tiziano oers

signature designs in a

feast of elegance and

uniqueness. Providing an

outstanding service and items that range from 

menswear to women´s and kid´s clothing and

accessories, Brunetto Tiziano is an absolute

must-visit.

Photo: Syda Productions/Shutterstock.com

Address: 20, Roma Street, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 288013

Internet: www.tizianobrunetto.com

Hermès

A name you can trust:

Hermès is a landmark

within the fashion history,

boasting a history that

dates back to the 1870s.

Specialized in accurately

rened handbags, belts, perfumes and 

accessories, Hermès is a choice that will

certainly not disappoint you.

Photo: Voyagerix/Shutterstock.com

Address: 44 Roma Street, Portono

Opening hours: Monday 4pm - 7.45pm Tuesday - Saturday

9.30 - 12.45 4pm - 7.45pm

Phone: +39 0185 269360

Internet: www.hermes.com

Luis Vuitton

Another big name pops

out in the quaint

Portono - the dainty Luis

Vuitton boutique stands

out from the crowd with

an extraordinary

selection of classy clothes, bags and accessories. 

Located at Molo Umberto I, facing the port, Luis

Vuitton is certainly worth a visit.

Photo: Itsra Sanprasert/Shutterstock.com

Address: 6/7 Molo Umberto I, Portono

Opening hours: Everyday 10am - 7pm

Phone: +39 0185 26 92 90

Internet: eu.louisvuitton.com
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Salvatore Ferragamo
A ne shoe-maker,

Salvatore Ferragamo´s

designs can be

sophisticated and

exquisitely t for an

upper class event, or

casual, featuring shoes that are perfectly suited 

for the everyday life and yet, elegant.

Photo: 578foot/Shutterstock.com

Address: 13 Martiri dell'Olivetta Square, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 267057

Internet: www.ferragamo.com

Ermenegildo Zegna

Featuring perfectly

tailored suites, blazers,

t-shirts and shoes,

Ermenegildo Zegna is a

man´s paradise. Located

in the main square, it is

just a few steps away from the port and exquisite

restaurants, oering a shaded solution in the

hot Italian summer.

Photo: antondanilenko/Shutterstock.com

Address: 16 Martiri dellOlivetta Square, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 267115

Internet: www.zegna.com

Email: boutique.portono@zegna.com

Brunello Cucinelli

The elegance and class of

Brunello Cucinelli´s

designs couldn´t go

unnoticed in the pretty

Portono. Specialized in

menswear, Brunello

Cucinelli is one of the leading brands of the 

Italian fashion industry, lining up proudly among

the other big names that has written the history

of fashion.

Photo: Oleksandr Berezko/Shutterstock.com

Address: 38 Roma Street, Portono

Opening hours: March - October 10am - 9pm

Phone: +39 0185 269267

Internet: brunellocucinelli.com

Falconeri

The best of the "made in

Italy" is Falconeri.

Clothing items made of

cashmere and quality

materials, beautifully

designed knitwear

specically created for fashion-lovers and 

peculiar silk scarves will open up a world of new

possibilities - the ultimate shopping experience is

signed Falconeri.

Photo: tomertu/Shutterstock.com

Address: 37, Martiri dellÓlivetta Square, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269218

Internet: it.falconeri.com

Antica Sartoria

Dresses of all sort and

size: Antica Sartoria is an

ideal shopping

destination that provides

elegant items and designs

that seem to be designed

to be worn in one of the hot evenings of the 

trendy Ligurian summer.

Photo: Stasique/Shutterstock.com

Address: 3 Roma Street, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 269226
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Missoni
Recognizable for its

popular zigzag pattern,

Missoni is another luxury

design brand that in

Portono is a must-visit.

The innovative clothing

brand sees beautiful collections for women, men 

and kids, featuring unique day/evening clothes.

Photo: Forewer/Shutterstock.com

Address: 20 Martiri dell´Olivetta Square, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 267066

Internet: www.missoni.com

Emilio Pucci

Emilio Pucci is one of the

most loved Italian brand

names. Well-renowned

worldwide, it has open a

shop in the shopping

paradise that is Portono,

donating an extra touch of class to the 

picturesque hamlet. Women, kids, or men´s

clothing and accessories, Emilio Pucci is a

cornerstone of the fashion industry.

Photo: View Apart/Shutterstock.com

Address: 10 Roma Street, Portono

Phone: +39 0185 267 093

Internet: www.emiliopucci.com

Gold Forever

Portono doesn´t boast

exclusive clothing retails

only, standing out also

within the jewellery

industry. Gold Forever

displays magnicent

signature jewels and oers an outstanding 

service. Watch out for VIPs or Arab magnates,

Gold Forever is a major draw.

Photo: Iakov Filimonov/Shutterstock.com

Address: 28, Calata Marconi, Portono

Phone: +39 185 269527

Internet: www.gold-for-ever.com

Email: info@gold-for-ever.com

ESSENTIALINFORMATION

Angelo Ferraris/Shutterstock.com

Airport

From the Airport of

Genova you can take the

bus 882 to Santa

Margherita Ligure, from

where you will take the

train Roma - Genova -

Torino (check www.trenitalia.com to see 

departures).  Alternatively, you can book a taxi:

 

Abacus Transfer Taxi. +39 331 1678040 / +39 

373 8746794

Web: www.abacustaxi.it e-mail: 

abacus.taxi@yahoo.it

From the Airport of Pisa you can take a train to 

Pisa Centrale and from there, take the line that

will lead you to Portono. If you intend to take a

taxi, the service is run by CO.TA.PI (Pisa taxi

cooperative) and the taxi stand is located in front

of the terminal exit, at arrivals.

To enjoy the view of the beautiful port of 
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Portono, it´s recommended travelling by boat

from Golfo Paradiso (www.golfoparadiso.it) or

Genova (www.battellierigenova). It also

recommended because it´s not possible to reach

the central by either car, bus or train because

Portono is a pedestrian area only.

The city is reachable by car but you will have to 

park just outside the city borders and parking

fees tend to be quite steep.
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Address: 44 Pionieri e Aviatori d'Italia Street, Genova

Phone: +39 010 60151

Internet: www.airport.genova.it

More Info: www.pisa-airport.com

Public Transport

As the city of Portono is

a big, pedestrian area,

there are no buses, trams

or trains of any sort in the

central; on the other side,

numerous walking trails

connect the central to the lighthouse and other 

destinations through Portono Promontory.

A bus line runs from S. Margherita Ligure 

Station to Martiri della Libertà Square, stopping

at Covo Nord-Est and Paraggi.
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Address: Portono

Taxi Boat

As already mentioned, the

best way to get to/from

Portono is by boat, and

in Portono you will nd

plentiful options to rent

one. Portono Taxi Boat

+39 338 3168058  www.portonotaxiboat.it

Cesare Charter Portono  Molo Umberto I +39 

342 141 5161

Taxi Enrico +39 339 352 5993 Santa Margherita 

Ligure

Address: Via Favale 25 A / 29 16038 S. Margherita Ligure

Phone: +39 338 3168058

Internet: www.portonotaxiboat.it

Email: info@portonotaxiboat.it

Post

Italian post oices have a

yellow PT sign popping

out of the wall, which

makes it easy to nd the

one and only oice

located in town. Here,

you will nd stamps and you will be able to post 

letters or postcards.

Mail boxes are red, with "poste" written on them.
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Address: 32 Roma Street, Portono

Opening hours: Monday - Friday 8am - 1.30pm Saturday 8am

- 12.30pm

Phone: +39 0185 269156

Internet: www.posteitaliane.it

Pharmacy

There is only one

pharmacy within the city

of Portono, which is

located at Piazza Martiri.

When that is closed, you

will nd on the door a

sign that directs you to the other open 

pharmacies in the surrounding cities.
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Address: 6 Piazza Libertà, Portono

Opening hours: Monday - Tuesday 9.30am - 1.30pm

Wednesday - Saturday 9.30am - 1.30pm 4pm - 8pm

Phone: +39 0185 269101
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Telephone

Country code +39 Area

Code 0185

Photo: Jardson Almeida

Electricity

230 V

Photo: Stirling Tschan

Population
480

Currency
Euro

Opening hours
Shops normally open in the morning at 10am - 1pm and 
reopen after lunch break 3pm - 7pm

Newspapers
Il secolo XIX : www.ilsecoloxix.it
Genova oggi : genova.ogginotizie.it

Emergency numbers
Police (carabinieri) :112
General emergency : 113
Fire brigade : 115

Tourist information
Ufficio informazioni turistiche: 
35 Roma Road, Portofino 
+39 185269024  
iat.portofino@provincia.genova.it
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